
The Architects Guide  
 



Based in the beautiful County of Durham our modern factory & forge combine the latest manufacturing technologies with
traditional hand skills to produce this unique range of forged Ironmongery.

 
We have put together an Architects guide based on information we have gleaned from our customers and other industry

experts, giving you, the Architect a detailed insight into the products and how they are made, more importantly what
makes Stonebridge unique to other brands on the market.

 
We hope you find it useful and look forward to working with you on future projects where this type of Ironmongery is

suitable.

www.stonebridgeforge.com
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1. When specifying Ironmongery there are a number of considerations for an
Architect to make, functionality, what type of building will it be fitted on and
what finish to name a few.

As a door hardware manufacturer for over 20 years we have worked with a
number of Joinery manufacturers throughout the UK. We soon realised that this
sector was starting to use different wood species along with manufacturing
techniques that demanded a different type of Ironmongery for use on timber
windows & doors.

There are a number of forged products on the market but these have some flaws that have started to cause the manufacturer and the
fitter some issues. Today's joinery workshops are using new machinery that creates a much more accurate section on doors & windows
requiring a more precise range of ironmongery that can be retro-fitted within the workshop, more and more companies are fitting the
ironmongery before it arrives on site.  With this in mind we set about manufacturing a truly unique range of Ironmongery that functioned
and performed to these specifications.

A BS EN 1670:2007 certificate is
available to download from our website.

All of our products are salt spray tested
in industry accredited laboaratories. 

We are the only forged steel that is
tested and compatible with Accoya.

Our finishes have been tested to achieve
industry UV ratings.

Regardless of when batches are made
our unique finishing will match perfectly.

Unlike cast products we are the only
forge to use metal tooling preventing

snapping.

We have been involved in extensive
testing of Part Q Joinery.

Our unique Armor-Coat 3 stage finish
has been developed alongside

metalagists and metal finishing experts.

unique
ironmongery.



2.
We looked at each thing that we knew we had to improve when designing and
manufacturing this range. We already knew there was a lot of traditionally cast
products on the market that regularly snapped, corroded or were too rustically
made to be accurate in workshop fitting following CNC joinery production.

design &
manufacturer.

From 2D  dimensioned drawings we used our
design office to create stl files of each design
before 3D printing.

We have our own 3D printer in-house that we
produce all our concept designs on ready for
tooling.

We decided to make everything in the range
using metal tooling, this is an industry first for
forged products and means each piece is not
only dimensionally consistent but stronger
than cast alternatives.

Skilled welding & fabricating is carried out on a
number of items before they are ready for
finishing, as our products are not cast they
have an excellent surface, free of any
imperfections.

Our unique multi-stage finish Armor-Coat
means we can add more protection to each
item, not just a powder coat finish that is
readily available on the market now. 

Stainless steel fixings makes us stand out from
the crowd especially where Accoya is
concerned, we add our finish to them to match
the overall colour of the product.

Even our springs are made especially for us,
our components are designed to make the
function of this product as good as it can be,
we even run on nylon bushes so metal contact
is reduced.

Our 34,000 sq ft factory just outside Durham
holds good levels of stock so delivery is never
far away. Our trade website contains the full
Stonebridge range www.stonebridgeforge.com 

2.



accoya
tested.

A number of our customers throughout the UK use Accoya wood for their doors &
windows, we felt it was important to work with Accoya when producing this range of
Ironmongery. We tested a range of products on un-treated Accoya for 6 months
outside our factory, a place where we see pretty much every element the UK
weather can throw at us and we saw NO adverse corrosion on either the forged
pieces or the fixings.

3.
Stonebridge has proved to be the ideal
partner to Accoya, not only for it's anti
corrosion properties but it's accuracy
means that there is a reduced fitting time
in the workshop compared to other
brands that due to casting can be
dimensionally inconsistent.
 
It is good joinery practice to coat behind
all hardware including inside lock
housings to reduce risk of corrosion to
provide an isolation barrier.

Being dimensionally stable is probably one of the most important reasons why Joinery
manufacturers like using Accoya, the reduction of return visits to customers where
wood has swelled on doors is proving to be a big cost saving not to mention the
customers usability improvement. Things like stable doors perform throughout harsh
weather, multipoint locks work better because of the consistent tolerance within the
frame which in turn aides the ironmongery to move without hindrance.

For more information on Accoya
please contact:
Mike Lewis - Accsys
mike.lewis@accsysplc.com 
07507 414485



 Our lever designs are available on a
deep sprung plate that has an integral
two way spring allowing the lever to be
moved above and below the resting
position and ensures the lever returns
to a definite horizontal.

4.
using
stonebridge.

All our door furniture is specified from the outside side of the door.

Our window hardware is
specified from the inside of
the window and the
handles defined by what
side the window is hinged,
this applies to both
casement & espagnolette
style designs.

locks
&
latches.

All of our
backplate
options are
compatible with
industry
standard
mortise locks &
latches.

Euro profile cylinders
are compatible with
our range of Euro
plates, our standard
plates are available
with 92mm & 48mm
centres for use with
Euro sash & Multipoint
locking systems.

Stonebridge bolts use a unique
mechanism, unlike regular bolts
that use a spring we use a ball
bearing system that gives a
smoother action and doesn't loose
tension like a spring over time.

We thought we would show you an
unfinished stainless steel rivet,
these of course come finished in the
colour of the product but it is nice
to see these machined fixings
beforehand to highlight the quality.

Details such as our casement stay
pin holes being added within our
tooling process rather than drilled
by hand means they are perfectly in
line to provide a precise closing
action, again stainless steel rivets
are used on stay pivots.

All our products come complete with fixings,
where dual sizes might be required, due to
door thickness we pack both options for
convenience.



5.
Like Ironmongery, the way windows & doors are
made is very much up for discussion based on laws
such as PAS 24, we are part of a co-operative  called
The Joinery Network which is made up of leading
industry suppliers, bringing you the expertise,
practical support and certified products for Joinery
Manufacturers.
Joinery manufacturers can benefit from a fully
certified system of timber windows & doors that has
been PAS tested to document Q certification on all
the major door & window options used on a new
build / barn conversion or renovation project.
The purpose is to create a network of
manufacturers that are accredited to manufacturer
these products within the guidelines set out by law,
Architects will be able to access these companies
knowing that they are specifying best practice
joinery.
 

The development of Stonebridge Ironmongery has been done under the
watchful eye of a number of industry experts. We have been lucky enough to
work alongside other manufacturers that produce products specifically
designed for the joinery industry.
We work closely with our Trade Partners who themselves are specialists in
the supply of joinery related products whilst being fully qualified Architectural
Ironmongers, they provide a full scheduling service alongside a warehouse
and trade counter facility that caters for the timber window & door industry.
 

industry
support.

Helping Joinery & Architects work closer together
can only be a good thing, knowing that if you
schedule Stonebridge Ironmongery on a project
both parties will have peace of mind that this
product has performed on so many different
levels.

We regularly host industry events
around the country aimed at Joinery
manufacturers and Architects
alongside the companies shown here.



6.
architect
support.

Here at Stonebridge Ironmongery we like to support the trade as much as
possible with a full support programme which is highlighted below. It is
important to us to make sure that each batch of products arrive at their
destination in good condition, functioning perfectly, the product is right for
the application it has been chosen for and the fitting has been carried out
effectively as per our instructions highlighted in our guides.
 

Once the Architectural Hardware supplier has received the
schedule from the Architect we are happy to help in any way
necessary including site visits if required. Our area sales
representatives have full training of the products from the
Stonebridge range and how they integrate onto joinery
applications within a project. 
 

Our fully interactive website allows you to view our products while on the go,
this contains all of our full range with dimensioned drawings and guides
covering everything you need to know about the products and how to
choose a design based on the particular project you are working on. Our
friendly sales staff are on hand to provide information on stock and lead
times keeping you fully informed on your delivery.
 

We offer full technical drawings
for each product in pdf 2d

design along with DWG files,
these can be downloaded from
our Dropbox with your unique

Architect access.
 

An Architect sample service is
available direct from our
factory, we offer a number of
display options as well as
loose products to be used for
client presentations.
 

Our brochures are
available in hard copy
and PDF format, these
and all our literature
offering are available to
download from our
website & Dropbox.
 

All of our Trade Partners
are GAI Qualified
suppliers who have been
chosen specifically to
stock the Stonebridge
brand.
 



7. The way we interact with our customers has changed dramatically over the
last few years, we are moving towards putting more of our information
online and update them using a number of Social Media platforms. If we
contact you it will be because you have been specifically chosen due to the
type of projects you work on, not a random selection process. Please see
below the platforms we use to keep you updated on new products and
anything else we feel you would be interested in, we have built our brand
organically, prioritizing customers needs rather than use a blanket marketing
process, this has kept our marketing a more personal experience for our
customers.
 

the
brand.

Our brand means a lot to us, we send
out a Newsletter each month to a
different sector of the industry,
Joinery, Builder, Architect, Interior
Designer & GAI members.
 
Each Newsletter will focus specifically
on that sector and it's requirements.
 
We are a progressive company it
terms of R&D with a number of design
projects in the pipeline for 2020. 
 

We update Instagram each
week along with the other
platforms showing lifestyle
shots and installations to
inspire the client.

 

Our brand is
growing within
the industry with
press releases in
many of the
main Joinery &
Glazing
publications.
 

We offer an extensive
choice of display options to
our our Joinery showrooms
so your clients can see our
products up close.
 

Our beautiful showroom is a perfect place to visit if
you are in the North East, our 34,000 sq ft factory sits
overlooking the picturesque Co.Durham countryside.

 





DJH
Group Ltd

Project House - Villa Real - Consett - Co Durham - DH8 6BP
E: sales@djhgroup.co.uk         T: (0)1207 500050

www.stonebridgeforge.com


